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This Week… 
 
 

! Back to a full report this week (50 pages). 
 

! The stock market did what the VIX and to a lesser degree Yield Curve 
divergences said it could do, per the work in NFTRH 549. Now we update the 
situation, as VIX recoils and relief takes hold.  

 
! Global markets are in a similar boat as the US and China sling hash, eggs and 

toast at each other in the trade war food fight.  
 

! Commodities are no good at this time. They’ve gone from no interest to ‘avoid’ 
and inflation signaling is still in the Goldilocks camp. That will not last. The 
macro will eventually go one way or the other, inflationary or deflationary. 

 
! Speaking of which, the initial signals for that question could come from the 

interplay between gold and silver. This would inform the yield curve and the 
whole story would come together from these elements. As it stands now, the gold 
sector is taking the clobbering that was unwittingly signaled by the bull touts in 
February. Wash, rinse… 
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Wrap Up (a basic summary based on conclusions from work done in this week’s report)  
 
 
 

! 2 weeks ago in NFTRH 549: “What we got was a hard top-test and a new closing 
high. The test is not yet successfully passed. If the market passes we’re on the SPX 
3000 Express and what I think could be a big bull trap.”  

 
! 2 weeks ago in NFTRH 549: “Why a bull trap? Well, see the VIX divergence to 

Inverse SPX in today’s report for one. See the Yield Curve divergence to SPX in 
today’s report for another. These are both short-term situations and possibly 
early on. But if they do not at least inspire cautious thoughts in your brain then 
you have ice water in your veins.” 

 
! Well, the cautious view played out in a short-term market correction. So far it 

looks routine as SPX pulls back, fills a gap and tests support.  
 

! Will a relief bounce have enough to put it back on 3000 Express? Let’s just see it 
pass a top-test before putting that back in play. In other words, let’s proceed as we 
have been… top-test first, thoughts of 3000 and bigger bull traps second.  

 
! Market Sentiment: NFTRH 549: “We’ve been noting that the contrary sentiment 

profile has been degenerating further each week. It is dangerous.”  
 

! NFTRH 549: “The VIX as noted above is making a signal that preceded the last 
two corrections. False alarm this time? I can’t tell you that. But I can dredge up 
the signals and what they have meant in the past. Aside from that, the sentiment 
profile shows Dumb Money in lockstep with the stock market’s rising prices. Does 
that seem healthy? Of course not.”  

 
! VIX pulled back hard and relief came about. That is all we should call it right 

now, relief.  
 

! Global Stock Markets: In line with US markets, but still not out performing. A 
weak USD would generally help there.  

 
! Commodities: Have gone from of no interest to ‘avoid’ over the last few weeks.         

 
! Currencies: USD bullish until proven otherwise. Japanese Yen gets impetuous 

and that is usually a global macro risk ‘off’ signal.   
 

! Precious Metals: February saw the top amid much bullish trumpeting in the gold 
community. We noted it and did not like it.  

 
! Today sees the first inklings of fundamental improvement. We noted it and do 

like it. The next low could be important and a sound buy. Details in the Precious 
Metals segment, page 28.  
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Opening Notes: 0% in a Dumb & Dumber Market 
 
From the Fed by way of MarketWatch comes this graph of Household equity share and 
future market returns. The projection is for a 0% return by the S&P 500 between now and 
the end of 2023. That is what the numbers based on history have to say.  
 

 
 
Now, this is just one data graph among many others arguing different things. But we can 
be sure of one thing; in Q4 2008 through Q1 2009 the risk picture was completely 
opposite from what it is today.   
 
There has been a lot of talk about how hedge funds are under exposed to this relief rally 
and of course we show weekly in the Sentiment segment that Dumb Money is leading the 
charge upward. Dialing back to 2016 when the Dumb Money took over and was right for 
an extended period after the election of Trump, let’s consider that something changed. 
 
As that rally worked its way through 2017 and accelerated into the January 2018 blow off 
we noted that the money pushing things higher was being driven by brand spanking new 
discount brokerage accounts opening up in record numbers and by increasingly high 
levels of margin debt. It was Dumb & Dumber piling into the Trump miracle. We saw the 
January 2018 blow off for what it was in advance thanks to these and other indicators.    
 
So where are we today? Have the excesses cleared? Not by a long shot. The market is in 
a vulnerable situation where a very mature and richly valued stock market is being played 
both ways from the manic high of January 2018 to the subsequent drop, peak, drop and 
peak of two weeks ago.  
 
A 0% return is just that. If it plays out there could be huge drops and rallies along the 
way. Consider that today SPX is about 0% from the January blow off. Maybe the 0% 
thing is already in play since January 2018 and the market is destined for volatility going 
both ways with a net 0% (+/-) over the coming years. It is not likely that the robo-bull 
trending market of 2013-2015 or 2016-2017 is going to return any time soon. Proper 
balancing and risk management will be key going forward.  
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US Stock Market 
 
Last week: “Of more importance are those gaps down lower. The odds are that they are going 
to be filled because those are the odds on gaps; they are more often filled than not.”   
 
Well, one down and two to go. But to fill the lower gaps SPX would have had to break 
the 2815 lateral support area and the 200 day moving average. As it stands, after all the 
hoopla SPX has filled Gap #1 and held the 50 day average. Somehow the pullback does 
not seem as extreme as it sounded in the media. So far, it is routine and probably used 
trade war anxiety as an excuse to get it done.  
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As noted in a post at nftrh.com I covered my long-held short against SPY on Friday’s 
negativity and when shorting again will try to be more focused. The weekly chart shows 
that Gap #1 is the only one that appears on a weekly chart. That makes it the primary gap 
to fill and SPX has taken care of that.   
 
The negative RSI divergence to the recent new high is notable, however and I don’t think 
the market is out of the woods yet. But it does not matter what any of us think; it matters 
what the market thinks and for now relief could be at hand. The headlines are still mixed 
and a deal is not done. But at the end of the week the market bounced to whipsaw the 
shaken apples.  
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The daily multi-market chart shows support levels held and resistance areas above. 
Notable here is DJIA stuck below resistance and the SMA 50, resistance right overhead 
on the SOX (which could actually be bear flagging; we’ll watch this leading index as 
usual) and the RUT, which failed to follow through on what looked like a prospective 
pattern.  
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Financials maintained trend last week quite well. Internet held it’s SMA 50 as well. 
Everyone else is varying forms of suspect, technically.  
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Medical Device, Bio and Pharma all continue to deal with the Healthcare ugly stick they 
got hit with. Medical Device, while over valued in my opinion, continues not to have a 
fundamental reason for having been clubbed in the general H/C correction. After taking a 
profit in JBLU, I still have my eye on it and other Airlines. DEfense held trend well.  
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Tranny barely held its moving averages and has been relatively weak (ascot and smoking 
jacket outfitted men in well appointed offices (AKA Dow Theorists) at the ready! Staples 
did what you’d think they’d do as the theme was domestic, services and consumption 
oriented investment as risk went ‘off’ and consumer/services acts as a defensive play 
against the trade war in goods. On that front, Discretionary hung in there as well.  
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US Market Internals 
 
Market internal indicators (bearish, neutral & bullish). 
 
 

• Previously noted fade in SPX & NDX new highs/lows manifested in a 
correction. Now it’s in line with no divergence.  

 
• Discretionary vs. Staples dropped last week but still in neutral territory. 

 
• SOX>NDX>SPX leadership chain intact, but Semi is suspect. See chart on 

page 13. 
 

• Transports still on a negative divergence to a moderate degree.   
 

• Equal weight SPX vs. headline SPX continues a negative divergence.    
 

• Inflation expectations (TIP/IEF, TIP/TLT) still going sideways. Needs to 
break up (inflationary) or down (deflationary) to break Goldilocks.  

 
• Yield curve still on a flattener long-term, but 10yr-2yr continues to sport a 

potential for steepening. The 2yr yield is still looking counter-cyclical, 
guiding the Fed dovish. See chart next page.  

 
• Cyclical (industrial) metals vs. gold further the negative macro signal. See 

chart next page.  
 

• Palladium/Gold ratio broke down and sprung back. Neutral but suspect.  
 

• RUT/SPX trending down. See chart page 13. 
 

• SPX/Gold ratio dropped but held intersection of SMA 50 & SMA 200. Close 
to turning, but not quite. 

 
• Growth vs. Value is still near the highs and bullish.   

 
• S/T divergence by 10yr yield to Banks (BKX)/SPX ratio. 

 
• SPX A/D line made a positive divergence last week and the market finally 

bounced. Divergence still in play. 
 

• The median of stocks (XVG) relatively weak, but above key level.    
 

• Nominal Junk (HYG) came off its forth a bit but is still up in risk ‘on’ bull 
territory while its ratios to better bonds (Treasury & Investment Grade) 
negatively diverge. 
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The daily trend in 2yr Treasury yields is down (and long-term yields are repressed as 
well). Therefore the Fed is on hold. If the 10-2 curve uses this constructive stance to 
steepen it would be bullish for gold and possibly inflation trades. But the latter is only if 
the steepening is driven by rising yields. Either way, a steepener would be gold-positive.   
 

 
 
 
Here is a weekly chart indicating that the view is turning away from, not toward cyclical 
inflation. Nominal copper was weak but held the key 2.75 level. It’s ratio to gold is a 
concern for global resources/inflation trades and possibly, economic cycles.  
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SOX/NDX leadership dropped but recovered the daily SMA 50. So too did NDX/SPX 
leadership. The SOX>NDX>SPX leadership chain is intact, but boy that was a hell of a 
wobble last week. This now bears close watching. RUT/SPX maintains the downtrend 
IHI/SPX had a hiccup in its recovery bounce.  
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Global Market Internals 
 
Okay, this is an over simplification, but China is a global economic engine and the trade 
war is unresolved (as of Saturday morning). As in the US, global markets took this 
excuse to take a correction that was probably needed.  
 

 

 
 
Copper did not break down despite the global trade terror in the markets.  
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I am not announcing that as a positive; just noting that it did not break down. Copper 
clung to our key support (2.75) after dropping from key resistance (3.00). As of now it’s 
a global macro neutral.  
 
So what to make of the still hard spiking BDI? Well, why don’t we make of it what we 
(with the help of an astute subscriber) made of it in mid-2018? That was when shipments 
were likely being front loaded in anticipation of coming tariff increases. That is likely the 
play this time as well as Trump threatens further hikes to 25%.  
 

 
 
Meanwhile, a negative signal has been in play from the TSX-V for about 1.5 months. It 
remains in play. 
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Worse still for global inflation/resources trades, TSX-V’s ratio to the senior TSX is 
burrowing to new lows. This was an early indicator of the coming of the recent correction 
and should remain on close watch going forward for indications going both ways.  
 

 
 
Another watch item is of course USD or in this case, inverse USD as relates to global 
stock markets. Last week inverse USD bounced while global stock markets continued to 
under perform the US S&P 500.  
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Here are China large caps relative to US large caps, getting brutalized. Like him or not, 
Trump appears to have the upper hand here for now.  
 

 
 
Europe/US retains its downtrend but maintains a modest intermediate-term incline vs. the 
US markets.  
 

 
 
Canada/US trends down.  
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Australia/US trends down but is consolidating a pretty big spike.  
 

 
 
UK/US trends down.  
 

 
 
India/US took a turn for the worse in its still-neutral trend.  
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EM/US definitely took a bad turn on the China jitters.  
 

 
 
Interestingly, it looks like EM/US was aping FM/US. But look at how FM/US bounced 
hard. Is that too a guide for EM/US? We’ll soon see. 
 

 
 
Russia/US continues to lose luster, which makes sense because our view of relative 
Russia had a lot to do with oil, which has been dropping.   
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LatAm/US finally ticked a lower low to Q4 2018. Not a good signal.  
 

 
 
Asia (ex-Japan)/US is doing what EM/US is doing. Breaking down.  
 

 
 
Japan/US finally got in line inverse the Yen. Unfortunately, it was only to the bullish side 
for a short bounce. As the Yen spiked on the global risk ‘off’ last week, NIKK/SPX 
dropped hard. A couple trades worked well but the big picture breakout thing is back on 
hold as we noted it would be if NIKK lost the SMA 50 & SMA 200, which it did.  
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Global Stock Markets 
 
The DJ Global Index lost the SMA 50 and now tests a key support level, similar to the 
S&P 500’s 2815 support level. 385 would be a solid support area, which is different than 
demanding that it will hold.  
 

 
 
 
The monthly is testing the trend line breakout and is above all key support areas.  
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Now that we got the pullback let’s save some space by going back to the daily multi-
panel charts this week. You can see everybody’s general support and resistance areas. I 
am wondering if it is nearing time to buy back some India. Germany looks like a garden 
variety pullback. Russia could be hinting bear flag, as could be China L/C.  
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I get a little bear flag feel on Asia and EM as well. Could be nothing, could be something. 
Canada and Australia took routine pullbacks to support. LatAm is highly suspect to my 
eye. The World now has the resistance of the SMA 50 and short-term lateral traffic.  
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There’s that potential bear flag showing up in S. Korea. Africa and Thailand hold support 
and appear neutral for now. Malaysia is an utter mess as it breaks down. Vietnam lost a 
bullish look we noted a few weeks ago and the Frontiers look conspicuously okay.  
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E. Europe fund is up trending, Poland has broken down, Pakistan continues burrowing 
southward, Nigeria is still no good, Turkey sucks as usual and the former performer, 
Egypt is now participating in the breakdown Olympics.  
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Commodities  
 
Last week we noted the complex was a mess. This week it remains a mess. Of note, Agri 
is finally taking a next leg down that could get it to our long-term buy target in the 240s. 
Oil is the best looking item here. If it breaks down, it could be goodnight commodities. 
As noted on a chart on page 14, Doctor Copper is suspect but at S/T support. It really 
needs to get its act together here if the macro is going to have a positive prescription. 
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Palladium whipsawed players with a crash through and hard bounce back above support. 
Still looks like a new downtrend being established. Platinum has been volatile as well but 
retains the potential for a bottom. Not stellar by any means, but also not broken.  
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Precious Metals 
 
Last week we reviewed the fundamentals and during the trading week filled with risk 
‘off’ angst, the fundamentals jumped across the board. Some, like Gold/Industrial Metals 
look very good and others, like Gold/Stocks are still just in ‘bounce’ mode. This post 
illustrated gold’s status vs. several cyclical markets and assets on Thursday. 
 
https://nftrh.com/2019/05/09/gold-vs-6/  
 
Where I see gold as potentially vulnerable is in the potential for a stock market relief 
bounce that started at the end of the week to continue. That is because gold (using 
simplified charts this week) never cleared the neckline to its little bear pattern. A hopeful 
bull would be seeing a bullish falling wedge and a bear would see the red dashed neckline 
resistance. What we will see is either a bullish breakout of both of those things or a 
failure. I hold my short (against miner positions) on gold (DGLD) until the move comes.  
The latest rally looks like another in a string of bear flags thus far.  
 

 
 
Silver eased below support #1, and support #2 is noted. 
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Gold Commitments of Traders went the wrong way last week as large Specs got more 
bullish and Commercials more bearish on the global market risk ‘off’ backdrop.  
 

 
 
 
Silver CoT however, went the other way as large Specs and Commercials continued the 
trend that would one day signal the end of the correction. As it is risk in silver is so much 
lower now than it was back in the winter. The little guy (blue) took another little dip as 
well and that is a positive. The signaling continues to be that silver could bottom before 
gold and as a potential knock-on, that inflation ain’t dead yet on the macro.  
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A big picture reminder about gold and silver. Both metals are in bear markets. The 
markers are 1378 for gold and 21.23 for silver. However, gold is orderly in its pullback 
toward the bullish looking bowl pattern. It is very orderly, as in bull flag orderly.  
 
Silver has been orderly all the way from the 2016 high, at which it failed after leading the 
whole damn inflation trade that sprung out of Q1 2016.  
 

 
 
To me these metals look poised. But as I harp on again and again, the ‘ready’ part will 
only come when the macro cracks for real in some way that the majority start to believe 
there is a turd in the punch bowl and the party is over.  
 
That could come in an inflationary signal or a deflationary one and the likely indicator 
that would be front and center at such time would be a steepening yield curve under 
either of those macro conditions. 
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The curve has not begun to steepen by the monthly chart. But per the daily chart on page 
12 it has that potential. A change from flattening to steepening would likely be played out 
over many months (ref. 2007 for example). But a turn would mean the end of one thing 
(e.g. Goldilocks economy) and beginning of another (deflationary or inflationary stress).  
 

 
 
Silver/Gold ratio continues to be in submission. When this ends, the fun begins.  
 

 
 
We noted in an update the breakdown of the HUI/Gold ratio. 
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What’s happening is the best case if you don’t want inflation-centric gold bugs, and their 
habit of selling en masse at the wrong time, running with you. HUI is declining as one of 
the mining sector’s fundamentals is turning up. Go figure. It never seems to fail.  
 
Notice how HUI quietly rose in Q4 2018 as Au/CRB rose too. And when did so many 
gold bull horn touts come from the gold writers? At the damn top in HUI a full month or 
more after Au/CRB had topped.  
 
Opportunity will be at hand as those suckered by the touts perform their ritualistic mass 
puke. If I didn’t hate watching this so much it would be funny. It’s not an evil cabal doing 
this; it’s the gold community itself, following the instructions of its own luminaries. Don’t 
buy it when some of them inevitably place the blame elsewhere.  
 

• Gold to 1400 promptly then off a gargantuan pattern, to 3000! 
 

• What is happening is that gold is going parabolic! 
 

• Enjoy this day, there will be many more like it! 
 
The above are my words summarizing the 3 (anonymous) public touts who said these 
things at the top. The “enjoy this day” guy at least, is now completely bearish and 
advising his herd as such. I’ve not had the stomach to even look at the other two lately. 
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So if – and it’s still just a bounce – Gold/CRB is rising anew, so too are gold mining 
sector fundamentals from this view. Meanwhile, the bugs sell. Perfect. The chart gives 
the view of a bull flag that is mature enough now to break out, and in-month at least that 
appears to be what it is doing. If it follows through the under valued gold stock sector 
will be a ‘buy’ on the next low.  
 

 
 
Behold how the bulls touted in Q1 as the fundamentals degraded. Behold the selling 
agony in Q2 as Gold/Oil bounces. The wash/rinse cycle in the gold sector is one of most 
reliable cycles in the markets.   
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Daily HUI is breaking down as noted in an update.  
 

 
 
Weekly HUI may be headed for the next support level and your letter writer for one, is 
beaming with anticipation.  
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Global Cannabis Sector 
 
CGC is in a bull flag stance. CVSI is no longer of interest because Fred’s view of it has 
declined precipitously. It’s testing the SMA 200. CWBHF dropped hard but apparently 
on good results, so that may be an opportunity in what may be the best of the CBD breed. 
Watching the still-bearish CTST and not planning to be overly patient with ELLXF, 
which is set up the way CWBHF was before its hard drop.  
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Currencies 
 
During the Q4 2018 trade war food fight gold was pinned down with CNH/USD until 
November. Why the pressure release in November? Because that was when Treasury 
bond yields finally topped out as inflation took a back seat to risk ‘off’ and deflation. 
Jerome Powell flipped dovish and the rest is history; gold rose hard until its sector touts 
unwittingly announced the end of the rally.  
 
So what now? Gold has risen mildly while its former running mate CNH/USD is 
dropping hard. Not a good look for CNH/USD or gold.  The currency pair is starting to 
get oversold, however. When it bottoms we may have a signal for the gold sector and for 
the global macro, at least relative to the US markets.    
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Uncle Buck (index) has settled down after its brief post-FOMC spike. Thus far it is a 
bullish consolidation. But it is below resistance now, with support at the rising SMA 50. 
USD/JPY has cracked hard and that put the hurt on Japan but more importantly, made a 
negative signal for risk ‘on’ players. It bears watching. The other pairs are varying forms 
of intact (USD/GBP) and bull trending.   
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Market Sentiment (graphics: NFTRH, Sentimentrader.com & Yardeni.com) 
 
Ladies and gentlemen, behold a top-test failure as SPX closed lower than at any point 
over the previous 4 weeks. VIX got impetuous however, and was summarily repelled on 
the end of week rebound. But this cold, uncaring chart shows what could finally be a 
broken market, relief bounce or not. Let’s let it develop.  
 

 
 
 
Last week: “The divergence of VIX to inverse SPX we noted last week is still in play so let’s 
keep an eye on this indicator, which flashed before the last two market corrections.” Well?  
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VIX got dropped back to the SMA 200 and the  air gap. The SMA 50 is lower and could 
be an area that contains any stock market relief that may crop up.  
 

 
 
Risk levels for various areas. Agricultural is pointing to a lower risk situation as we note 
GKX’s target in the 240s coming into view. I am interested. Everything else speaks for 
itself here. Mostly in a mushy middle ground now.  
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Smart & Dumb indicators are starting to do the Alligator Jaws thing as dumb sells and 
smart buys on the very short-term.  

 

Here is a view of the spread between them from Sentimentrader.  
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Indicators at Extremes are Jawing closer as well. All part of the relief.  
 

 
 

We’d been noting SPX was out of whack with the CESI. SPX finally hooked down, but 
the little hook up in CESI may have us question ‘was the stock market right all along?’. 
That was the case in 2017, after all as CESI zoomed back upward after tanking.  
 

 
 
Finally, the Newsletter writer community was briskly bullish – as they would be – into 
the correction.  
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NFTRH+ Charts & Notes 
 
AABA is still held despite a now messed up chart. I think the SMA 200 can come about. 
 

 
 
 
AMD is still held as it tested the SMA 50 and has succeeded so far.  
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ANET is slightly on watch. Very slightly, if I need a bull stock on an extended market 
bounce (not a favored view). Gap below 240. 
 

 
 
 
ASML is still held as it tests the SMA 50 within its uptrend.  
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This one started to irritate me but I’ve held it thus far. It has dropped further than 
anticipated however, and is on notice.  
 

 
 
 
CIEN position was increased on the drop to the SMA 200.  
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Full profit taken on this 40% explosion. Apparently a private equity firm saw the same 
type of value I’d seen when bottom feeding CTRL.  
 

 
 
 
FTNT added on the test of the SMA 200. I’d like to get a gap fill up above.  
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Great buy and profit take on this one followed by two instances of getting clowned. 
That’s showbiz and GBTC remains on watch, ideally for a pullback to around 7. 
 

 
 
 
 
GOOGL added on drop to SMA 200. A market relief play I suppose.  
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INTC cracked support and a loss was taken.  
 

 
 
 
 
Profit taken on JBLU, which along with AAL is on watch going forward.  
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PVTL bought on what has the appearance of a bull flag. The moving averages need to be 
held to keep a positive view.  
 

 
 
 
 
Profit taken on SNE before the big drop. Just watching for now. Gap at the SMA 50. 
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Loss taken on a story stock with a failing story after it was bought on the gap fill. There is 
no excuse for decelerating sales with the supposed next great thing in robotic surgery.  
 

 
 
UEIC was increased back to full position after CTRL sale. Bull flag.  
 

 
 
The charts above are technical views of stocks I hold or am interested in (long or short). No 
recommendations are implied and your personal research is strongly recommended. 
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Portfolio Notes (Brokerage, Roth IRA & Trading) 
 
This segment has been abbreviated and simplified as of April, 2014.  Normal portfolios 
may return* when new market trends are established that can be managed longer-term.  
The Speculation Portfolio (Roth IRA) was +152% from the 9.28.08 baseline at the time 
tracking was suspended (4.6.14). 
 
* This creates extra work in the form of tables and formatting and with reports that average over 30 50 
pages, their value to the overall service is being evaluated.   
 
Note: (cost basis) includes commissions paid… 
 
Current Holdings (long): AABA (74.07), AAU (.61), AMD (28.28), ASML (198.65), 
BB (9.55), BTG (2.76), C.V (.32), CIEN (37.91), CHL (52.32), ELLXF (3.44), FTNT 
(81.76), GE (10.48), GOOGL (1167.84), IHI (213.13), IRBT (104.95), ITR.V (.67), IYW 
(195.95), IYZ (30.11), KL (32.28), MHO (27.97), MRB.PL (.32), OSK.TO (2.18), 
PG.TO (1.30), PPLT (84.76), PVTL (21.24), RING (17.95), SSRM (13.08), UEIC 
(41.19), WDO.TO (2.59) & WPM (23.48) 
 
Current Holdings (short): Long DGLD (48.10), short SYK (185.20) 
 
Bonds: SHY & STIP (also counted as ‘cash equiv.’) 
 
Cash/Equiv. now generalized because calculations from 3 separate accounts were time 
consuming w/ personal funds coming and going. The new readings for cash levels will be 
an admittedly subjective:  High | Moderate High | Neutral | Moderate Low | Low 
 
Cash & equivalents level: FDRXX, SHV, SHY & STIP: Moderate High 
 
No changes here. The theme is to sell here and buy there while keeping cash moderately 
high or higher (given current risk profile). A few miners were added on last week’s drop 
to support, but I am not convinced the bottom is in until gold resolves.  
 
* Cash & income-paying Equivalents are at levels that are right for me and my real-
world situation. Your situation is different. Depending on the market in-week, cash can 
and will be adjusted abruptly for risk management purposes.  
 
Refer to the Trade Log under the NFTRH Premium menu at nftrh.com for real time 
trade info, if interested (not that I think you necessarily should be). 
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